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Professor
By Robert Greene II
Staff writer

Tonight there will a book signing for a work of history by one of
Georgia Southerns professors, about
the struggles of African Americans at
this institution.
Entitled "Pursuing A Promise:
A History of African Americans at
Georgia Southern University," the
book chronicles the history of blacks
at this school, from the first one to
attend, John Bradley, to the current
achievements of African Americans
at the school.
"It didn't start offthat way," says author and professor Erik Brooks, Ph.D.
of the political science department. "I
was on a quest to find out about my
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GSU s past

new employer."
. Gradually, as he
researched more
about the history of
GSU, Brooks began
to realize that he
had found something interesting.
"As I went
through this mound
of information, I
knew no one had
ever compiled it
all." As a result, he
decided that it was a story that needed
to be told.
"Stories about UGA and Alabama
are well known," Brooks said. "Rarely
does anyone talk about African
Americans at smaller universities,"

Among Brooks'
most favorite pieces
of information he
unearthed was that
Guy Wells, a former
university president,
was very active in
fighting for civil
rights.
"All ofthe credit is
given to Marvin Pittman," said Brooks,
"which is probably
due to the Pittman
conflict with (then-Governor) Talmadge."
Another piece of information surprised Brooks as well, and that is the
true scope ofstudent activism on campus through the years. "Once, there

CENTENNIAL
_
1906-2006
__

was a protest by white students, and
black students joined and marched
together," Brooks said.
According to the Friends of Henderson Library, who are hosting the
event at the Hotel and Restaurant
Management Dining Room, it costs
$20 to get into the event, although
tickets are no longer available.
Chef Leslie Furr, who is in charge
of preparing the meal for the event,
says that students will also work on
it. "We treat it like a real event," said
Furr. He says that the menu is planned
by talking to the person for whom the
event is held. They will also be hosting
events later in the semester.
For more details, contact the
Friends of Henderson Library, at
912-681-5115.

Paisley tickets offered to students Feb. 26
Brad Paisley concert tickets will be available to
Georgia Southern students for "field access only"
tickets from Feb. 26 through March 2.
Field access only tickets are special tickets that will
permit the ticket holder to access the field during the
concert in addition to the regular seats.
Then, on March 3, GSU studentsrfaculty and staff

Brad Paisley
tickets will
be sold
starting
Feb. 26.
File Photo

will be able to purchase general admission tickets.
The general public will be able to purchase tickets
starting March 26.
Tickets are limited to four per person and are only
available on etix.com.
For up-to-date information, go to http://students.
georgiasouthern.edu/sac/esquad/BradPaisley.htffll.

Georgia to
open first
ethanol
plant

see ETHANOL, page 4
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TODAY
High: 63 I Low: 41
Partly cloudy

www.gadaily.com

African American students joined GSU Beginning in 1965.

First black student at
GSU faced challenges
Editor's note: Georgia Southern celebrated its 100th anniversary in December. Each
Thursday The George-Anne
Daily will highlight something
from our past,

McClatchy Newspapers
Gov. Sonny Perdue announced
today that Range Fuels, Inc., a
Colorado-based ceilulosic ethanol
company, would build Georgia's
first wood-based ethanol plant
in Treutlen County. Gov. Perdue
made the announcement this
morning at the Georgia Agribusiness Council's annual State
Legislative Breakfast.
"Today's announcement is
not only great news for Range
Fuels and Treutlen County, but
also our state's forestry industry
and Georgia's"tontinued push to
encourage bio-fuels developed
from home-grown products," said
Perdue. "Georgia will be a national
leader in ceilulosic ethanol, and
Range Fuel's investments here will
be a major step forward in helping
us address our state's long-term
energy issues."
Funded by Khosla Ventures,
Range Fuels estimates that this
plant, combined with others to
follow, will have the capacity to
produce more than one billion
gallons of ethanol per year. The
company's first plant will create
approximately 69 new jobs for
the area.
The announcement marks another maj or milestone for Georgia's
broad-reaching conservation and
stewardship of its natural resourc-

File Photo

By Robert Greene II
Staff writer

It's important to find the best lease for your situation before putting down your signature.

Too Ventre/STAFF

Its leasing time

How to choose the right lease, apartment
ByJacquelynBeckman
Staff writer

It's that dreaded time ofyear again.
Not finals, but almost as bad. It's time
to sign your lease. It's frustrating to
find a place to live, who to live with
and especially what to look for in a
lease*
You can take some of the guesswork out of the process by talking
to local apartment managers, rental
agencies and house landlords. Even
though it feels like this semester has
FRIDAY
High: 57 I Low: 35
Morning showers

just started and might never end, you
already be signing your lease for the
07-08 school year.
Reasons to sign up early include,
missing the rush, reserving a specific building and room and saving
money. Romeen Khakzad from The
Cambridge at Southern says that some
apartment complexes in Statesboro
will give you cheaper rent the earlier
you sign up.
Clint Kiser from Statesboro Place
says most people sign their lease after
spring break and in early April, so if

you have preferences, it's best to sign
your lease now. A typical lease in
Statesboro runs for 12 months, but a
select few are a semester long. If you
might want to sublease, start asking
as soon as possible if they can aid you
in that process and the workings of
subleasing for their facility.
Don't be afraid to ask questions,
it's important to know all the answers
before signing the lease. You are going to be giving these people a lot
see LEASE, page 4

SUNDAY

SATURDAY
High: 60 I Low: 34
Mostly sunny

H

When John Bradley decided
to attend Georgia Southern
College in 1965, he had little
idea that he would be making
history. But Bradley wasn't trying to make history, he simply
wanted to get his teaching
certification.
"He broke the ice for those
who came," said Erik Brooks,
Ph. D. and author of the book,
"Pursuing a Promise: A History of African Americans at
Georgia Southern University."
According to Brooks, the other
African American students
who came to GSU in the fall of
1965 came from predominately
black high schools, and were
from the Statesboro area. Bradley, however, was as a pioneer
for them.
Bradley came to GSU to
take three classes required
for his teaching certificate.
He already had a degree from
Texas Southern University,
and would go on to receive
a Ph. D from Southeastern
University in music. During
his time here, Bradley faced a
few hardships.
"No one really confronted
him on campus," said Brooks.
"But there was still a double

standard for him."
According to Brooks, Bradley reported the n-word being
shouted at him from across
campus, as well as certain
restaurants refusing to serve
him.
"He didn't know what to expect," saidDelPresley, Professor
Emeritus and GSU Centennial
historian. "He didn't know if
students would accept him."
Bradley was aware that some
professors found it shameful
that they had to teach him in
their class, and one professor
even graded him severely.
"Once, Bradley turned in
a typed paper, when everyone
else turned in something handwritten," said Presley. "He had
it checked over and everything.
However, once he got the paper
back he discovered he got a C,
without any markings on it."
Bradley's entry into the
college went under the radar.
Accordingto Presley, the reason
The George- Anne didn't cover
it was due to then President
Zack Henderson, who wanted
to keep integration under
wraps.
"He just wanted it to happen quietly," said Presley. A
second theory, put forward by
Erik Brooks, is that since other,
larger schools, like the University of Georgia and Alabama
had already integrated, it was
not as big a deal as it would
have been before.
"When all the big schools
integrated," said Brooks, "all
the other schools decided to
follow."

Campus
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High: 61 I Low: 35
Partly cloudy
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Established 1927-The Newspaper for Georgia Southern University
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JUMP INTO SPRING BREAK AT RAC
The Hiatus covers the opening of the new pool
at GSU's RAC. Take a swim on page 9 as you get
ready for the upcoming summer months.

Covering the campus like a swarm of gnats. f
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Renew your new year s resolution, run for a cause
ByMJTrahan
Staff writer .

Campus Recreation & Intramurals (CRI) will host the Fourth
annual NIRSA Day 5K Fun Run/
Walk on Saturday, Feb. 17. NIRSA
(National Intramural Recreational
Sports Association) is the leading
resource for professional and student development, education and
research in collegiate recreational
sports.
According to Fitness Director
Julie Kuykendall, the 5K race allows
th,e Georgia Southern and Statesboro
community to participate in an oncampus fitness event. "It's a great
opportunity to continue with your
New Year's resolution or just to enjoy
some cardio activity."
The course will start at the CRI
Pavilion on Old Register Road and
venture 3.1 miles through the GSU
campus. The scenic route includes a
trip up Forest Drive, a loop around
Sweethearts Circle and a jog down

the pedestrian in the middle of
campus for the home stretch back
to the Pavilion.
No matter what your age or fitness level, the NIRSA Day 5K Run/
Walk has something for everyone.
The quarter mile Kiddie Run begins
at 8:30 a.m., followed by the 5K Fun
Run/Walk at 9 a.m.
After the race, refreshments,
music and food will be provided.
Awards and door prizes will be
announced once everyone has completed the race. But don't leave early,
because each runner must be present
in order to receive their award.
You do not have to be an expert
runner to participate. Women and
men will be divided into divisions
according to age. Fifteen different
age groups ranging from 10 and
under to 75 and over will compete
in the race, and the top three female
and male finishers per group will
receive awards.
According to CRI Fitness Graduate Assistant, Anna Champion,

numbers are expected to increase
from previous years.
"Last year we had about 120
participants and we are looking
to get over 150 for this year," said
Champion.
She encourages everyone to come
out and run or walk. "Many participants come to the race and walk or
even bring their dogs," she said.
Registration forms can be
dropped off at the RAC, or filled
out online at the CRI website. Forms
will be accepted until the start of the
race. Head to the CRI Main Office
or website for an application form
and prices.
All participants will receive a
NIRSA Day 5K Fun Run/Walk Tshirt for pre-registering. There is
no excuse for not signing up early.
Proceeds from the race benefit the
UNITY Teen Advisory Board.
For more information, contact
Julie Kuykendall at 681-5436 or
visit www.georgiasouthern.edu/
services/cri.

Thursday, Feb. 8
9:30 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
The great alphabet adventure
PAC
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Ties that bind
IT Auditorium 10047 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Happy to be nappy
Russell Union 2047
7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
The Jokers model elimination
RussellUnion 2080
7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
SCA Masked Ball
Russell Union Ballroom
8:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Casting call for Kreme
Russell Union 2084

Special photo

Friday, Feb. 9

Last year's participants start the 5k Fun Run/Walk. Over 150 athletes are expected to participate on NIRSA Day 5K Run/Walk on Feb. 17.

11 a.m.- 1p.m.
International conversation hour
Russell Union Ballroom

Sport psychologists prepare athletes for mental game
GSU News Service
For many athletes, it takes more
than raw physical ability to make it in
the National Football League.
The proper psychological approach
is also necessaryforprospectiveplayers
who want to reach their full athletic
potential by maximizing their speed
and strength.
Georgia Southern sport psychologists Daniel Czech and Jonathan Metzler have been helping college football
players from around the country hone
their mental approach to competition
as the prospects prepare for what
has been called "the ultimate job
interview."
During a recent trip to New York,
the GSU contingent spent two days
working with 10 players who have
been invited to the upcoming National
Invitational Camp, an annual event

more commonly known as the NFL
Scouting Combine.
The players will be put through a
variety of physical and psychological
tests at the combine, which will be held
Feb. 21 until Feb. 27 in Indianapolis.
In addition, the players will be
interviewed by executives, coaches
and scouts from all 32 NFL teams that
are gearing up for the annual draft on
April 28.
"Ofcourse, a certain percentage of
peak performance is physical," Czech
said, "but an important percentage is
mental. We try to enhance the mental
aspect by teaching the athletes specific
psychological skills that will help them
reach their peak performance."
Czech and Metzler are co-coordinators ofthe Graduate Sports Psychology Program in the department of
health and kinesiology at GSU.
In addition, Czech works as an

envoy for Major League Baseball International and has been teaching sport
psychology in more than 35 countries
around the world.
Czech is also a longtime friend
of attorney Eugene T. Lee, who runs
ETL Associates, a sports management
and representation agency based in
New York.
The NFL prospects that Czech,
Metzler and eight of their students
tutored during their late January
trip to New York are clients of ETL
Associates.
This marked the third year in a
row that the group traveled north
to help Lee's clients get ready for the
combine.
"Dr. Czech and his team of graduate students have made a profound
impact on our clients as they prepare
for their pre-draft workouts at the
combine," said Lee. "They teach

Congratulations to Us!
The G-A Wins Again!
The George-Anne is the top collegiate newspaper in Georgia.
The newspaper captured First Place honors in four of nine general categories,
and capturing first in three of seven categories for individual performance.

Team Awards
1

Second Place, General Photography Excellence

1

First Place, General Advertising Excellence

1

First Place, Layout and Design Excellence

1

Third Place, Best Campus Community Service-

1

1

First Place, Best Campus Community ServiceFeatures

»Second Place, Best Campus Community
Service- News

Editorial Excellence

• First Place, Best Newspaper Website

Third Place, Best Campus Community Service-

> First Place, General Excellence

specific techniques and exercises
that allow our clients to unlock the
mental component to optimal athletic
performance."
In their quests to find athletes who
can help them win the Super Bowl,
NFL teams leave no stone unturned. At
the combine, more than 300 of the top
college football players in the nation
are poked, prodded and studied by an
army of doctors and coaches.
The heights and weights ofall ofthe
players are accurately measured, along
with the lengths of their arms and the
sizes of their hands. All of the players
also take a 50-question intelligence test
known as the Wonderlic.
Among other things, they are
timed in the 40-yard dash, and they
attempt to bench press 225 pounds as
many times as possible.
This is where the pre-combine
meetings with Czech, Metzler and their

9 p.m.- 11p.m.
Movie: "Love and Basketball"
Russell Union Theatre

students enter the picture. While they
can't make a player bigger or stronger,
the sport psychology sessions can
teach him how to perform at his best
in pressure situations.
When a mere tenth of a second in
the 40-yard dash can play a huge role
in the drafting process, the pressure to
perform can be substantial.
"We use concepts such as imagery and arousal regulation," Czech
said. "Imaging success can help with
creating mental blueprints for future
success, and being cognizant ofarousal
levels are very important for peakperformance. Weteachtheplayershowto
regulate themselves through breathing
techniques, progressive relaxation and
meditation.
"Once they master these concepts, the players can put themselves in
position to perform at optimal levels,"
said Czech.

Saturday, Feb. 10
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Capitol Steps
PAC

POLICE BEAT
02-06-2007
• Alisa Rand, 19, of Eagle Village, was charged with minor
in possession/consumption
of alcohol
• Christopher M.Showalter, 19,
ofWinburn Hall, was charged
with possession of marijuana
and minor in possession/consumption of alcohol.

GSU Arts J^J^ Literary Magazine

is now
accepting
submissi
forth

Sports

Individual Awards
• Grayson Hoffman, First, Best Editorial or
Feature Photograph
- Tao Ventre, First, Best Sports Photograph

• Chase Lanier, Second, Best News Photography
. Grayson Hoffman, First, Best News Photography
. ^^.^^ Sta£f? Third, Best Feature Story

.
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For a 2007 submission packet go to:
http://www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu
/miscellany
I
Or you can visit the Miscellany Office,
Williams Center,Rm 2015 to personally
pick up your submission packet.
j

George-Anne Daily -

the Number 1 newspaper serving
the Number 1 readers in Georgia

Photography, Poetry, Illustrations,
Short-Stories, Graffiti, Musical
Compositions, Original Monolouges, Graphic Arts, Haiku,
Paintings, Mixed-Media Art...
ALL ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY
MARCH 9TH, 2007.
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Memories of Holocaust live on for Friedman
By Kendal Duresky
Staff writer

Special photo
Manya Friedman spoke at GSU on Tuesday to an audience of 500 people.

On Feb. 6, Georgia Southern hosted
Holocaust survivor, Manya Friedman
to speak about her experiences in the
tragic event.
Before Friedman told her heroic
story, Ellen Blalock, director of survivor affairs and speakers bureau at
the Holocaust Museum gave a short
presentation.
Her presentation consisted of information about the museum that is
in Washington, D.C. The museum is
a living memorial to the victims of the
Holocaust. It is a narrative story told
by the more than 12,000 artifacts, the
survivors, the families of victims and
the long list of known names of the
people who lost their lives.
More than 500 students, faculty
and staff heard Friedman's unique and
terrifying story. After the Holocaust,
she moved to America, got married and
had children, but her memories of the

Holocaust still live on everyday.
"I speak now as a cautionary warning for all humanity about what can
happen when there is indifference,
discrimination, and prejudice," said
Friedman.
Friedman was the oldest of three
and her family was from a small Polish town. A year before World War II
started, her father moved the whole
family to a larger Polish town right out
side the German border.
Friedman stressed to the audience
that she lived a very normal life before
the Holocaust. She attended a public
school in the day and a Hebrew school
in the evenings.
When the rumors started about her
Polish town being invaded her father
decided to move his wife and children
back to their home town.
On the way to home, Friedman witnessed railroad tracks being
bombed. When the Nazis invaded
Poland in 1939, Friedman was only
13 years old.

The Nazis did not just single out
the Jews. They were prejudice against
the Jewish, Polish, Gypsies, Jehov u.
Witnesses andhomosexuals. The Nazi's
filmed and took pictures of all of the
horrible things done to the victims.
All the Jewish people were forced to
wear a white armband with a blue
Star of David.
It was later replaced with a gold star
that was embroidered in the clothes.
Along with being distinguished as Jews,
they were also only allowed to own what
was on the ration cards. Children were
not allowed to go to school and all the
synagogues were burned down.
In 1941, a shop was opened to make
soldiersbootsanduniforms. Friedman
was given a job there, but had to provide
her own sewing machine.
In 1943 the Nazis surrounded her
shop and tookherfor deportation. Her
name was taken away and she was given
a tattoo number, 79357.
She has since had it removed, but
has never forgotten it. She also never

Weekend conference focuses on diversity
GSU News Service

What do a middle school
teacher, a college professor, a
licensed professional counselor,
a social worker, a minister and
a graduate student have in common?
The answer is no joke: they all
deal with cross-cultural and diversity issues on a daily basis.
These people and their students, clients and congregations,
are the reason that the Southeastern Conference on Cross-Cultural
Issues in Counseling and Education will take place for the sixth
consecutive year.
The conference will include
two full-day sessions at the
Coastal Georgia Center in Savan-

nah on Friday and Saturday, Feb. Albany State University and the
9 and Feb. 10.
University of Georgia are coAmong the many topics to be sponsors of the conference along
addressed are how
"acting white" has
hindered success
Conference on Cross-Cultural
for minorities and
Issues
at-riskyouth; how
to counsel Middle
• When: Feb. 9 and Feb. 10
Eastern and Jew• Where: The Coastal Georgia Center in
ish Americans
Savannah
without misjudgment; and how
• Why:To discuss diversity issues on the
therapists can beeducation system
come culturally
competent.
The Colleges
of Education at
Georgia Southern University, with the Licensed Professional
Armstrong Atlantic State Uni- Counselors Association of Georversity, Augusta State University, gia, Child and Family Guidance of

QRGIA
^Wfct^

ENTER TO

WIN

Georgia, and the Savannah-based
Recovery Place Inc.
The $225 registration fee
includes two days of instruction, conference materials and
continuing education credits
for social workers, teachers and
counselors.
Meals and refreshment breaks
are also included in the fee. A
group rate of $180 each is offered
for four or more people from the
same school or organization.
College students may attend
the entire conference for $115
with a student-status letter from a
professor. For more information,
visit http://ceps.georgiasouthern.
edu/conted/ccissues.html or call
GSU's Continuing Education
Center at 912-681-5551.

had another chance to see her family
again. Her mom, dad and two younger
brothers were sent to Auschwitz and
did not survive.
In 1945, the Swedish Red Cross
rescued more than 20,000 people, 5,000
of which were Jewish. Friedman was
picked out of a line of women because
she was of Polish decent.
Friedman said she never hated the
German Nazis. She was inspired to go
on everyday with dreams of stealing
their food, taking a hot showe and
sleeping in a clean bed.
Friedman's story of bravery was
widely recognized by those attending
with a standing ovation.
"I was deeply touched by Mrs.
Friedman's story. It is very inspiring
to hear a woman speak who has been
through so much hardship in her life
and is still able to forgive," said freshman Caleb Mock.
For more information on Friedman, the Holocaust museum, or other
survivors visit wwwushmm.org.

The George-Anne Daily
needs writers
Contact us at ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu,
call us at 912-681 -5246 or stop by the newsroom in
the Williams Center room 2023.

SOUTHERN

tB%»tr
TWO LOCATIONS —
Statesboro Mall
764-6924

Main Street Village
871-4962
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SUMO WRESTLIN6
HACKER'S LOM6EST DRIVE
CONTEST
PARENT CHILD HOMERUN
CONTEST
BOWLIN6
REMOTE CONTROL CAR
RACE

FOR MORE INFORMATION , CHECK US OUT AT WWW.CRANPSLAMMARTKETfNC,ORC
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Lease

from page 1

of money, so you are the reason they
have a job.
Important things to ask about
include, the security deposit, when
it is due, how much it is, and if it is
refundable at the end of the lease.
Ask about the move-in dates and
how long your lease will run.
Hidden fees in contracts usually
come in the form of utility caps. Before signing, make sure you know if
you'll be charged for extra utility use
and always be aware of your energy
use, to keep down electric bills.
When you take your tour of the
apartments, ask if the residence
comes furnished and if so, with
what. Ask to see the amenities and
if any perks come with signing your
lease. Most places have a pool, work
out center, tanning salon and some
evencome with a golf membership.
Also remember people on the
third floor might pay more. Keep in
mind noise on the weekends equal
fun, but before the night ofyour exam
those keg stands don't flow so well.
So make the smart decision and
do some research before signingyour
next lease, you may be able to find a
better place at a better deal.
Right: Just a few of the many apartment complexes in the Statesboro
community and some of the things
they offer.

"THE CARIBBEANHN THE 'BORON"

"BB^

Ethanol

from page 1

UCKER LAKE • HWY 301 ACROSS FROM 6SU • 681SURF
Jlv'Jj§'-: H • || S Jpt ' jflfe- M

es. Wood waste from the states millions of acres of indigenous Georgia
pine trees will be the main source of
biomass for the ethanol production.
Just two weeks ago, Gov. Perdue
introduced legislation that would
exempt sales taxes on the purchase
of materials and equipment used in
the construction of biofuel facilities
in Georgia.
"The state of Georgia has provided
us with an excellent opportunity to
use its abundant renewable resources
to help solve fuel issues for the country," said Range Fuels CEO Mitch
Mandich.
"Thanks to Georgia's environmentally sensitive stewardship of its forests
for the past 50 years, Range Fuels can
take what is traditionally considered a
waste product, and turn it into a source
of transportation fuel."
While most domestic ethanol
production requires corn as a feedstock, Range Fuel's innovative and
proprietary technology transforms

otherwise useless products such as
agricultural wastes, grasses, cornstalks
and wood waste, as well as hog manure, municipal garbage, sawdust and
paper into pulp, and then into ethanol
through a thermal conversion process.
This technology will be proven on a
commercial scale in Georgia.
"The production ofcellulosic ethanol represents not only a step toward
true energy diversity for the country,
but a very cost-effective alternative to
fossil fuels. It is advanced weaponry
in the war on oil," said Vinod Khosla,
managing partner of Khosla Ventures,
who said that he could see cellulosic
fuel prices sinking to $1 per gallon
within 10 years.
"We look forward to working with
the state of Georgia and will utilize
their many workforce and job training initiatives to train and recruit our
employees," said Mandich.
"Our company is focused upon
green, renewable and sustainable
energy which will lower greenhouse
gases, promote energy independence,
and create new jobs. Georgia, with its
natural resources and shared values,
provides the perfect partner for Range
Fuels."

^m CLINICAL TRIALS
1

AT THE

|^omen Helping Womej
Hi Hipwe Trill for ftomn:
h Herpes Vecdne Slyly
For women age 18-30 without oral or genital herpes
This study of an experimental vaccine might protect women against
herpes.
Participants receive:
• Free screening for herpes
• An investigational vaccine against herpes or hepatitis A
• Financial compensation for time and travel
For more information, contact:

Medical College of Georgia
706-721-2535
877-643-1414 (toll-free)
womens health@mcg.edu
www.herpevaccine.nih.gov
Add Some Excitement & Leadership To Your Life Today! For more information,
contact fVIAJ Ammons, Georgia Southern University Army R0TC, 912-681-0040 or visit http://cost.georgiasouthern.edu/rotc

GSU study participants
will be seen at the GSU
Health Center

This vaccine CANNOT give you herpes.
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NATIONAL NEWS

NATIONAL POLITICS

Astronaut charged with attempted murder
McClatchy Newspapers

On July 4th, Independence Day,
Lisa Nowak triumphantly lifted off
from the Kennedy Space Center
aboard shuttle Discovery. On Tuesday,

57 miles from the launch pad, she
stoodbefore ajudge and wore shackles
and a blue prisoner uniform.
And after two appearances in court
and worldwide attention, the core
question remained mystifying: What

could make a high-achiever who flew
in space apparently snap so completely
seven months later?
Nowak, a NASA astronaut, is
charged with attempted murder after
she drove from Houston to Orlando,

NASA/MCT

The STS-121 crew portrait. From the left are astronauts Stephanie D. Wilson, Michael E. Fossum, both mission
specialists; Steven W. Lindsey, commander; Piers J. Sellers, mission specialist; Mark E. Kelly, pilot; European Space
Agency (ESA) astronaut Thomas Reiter of Germany; and Lisa M. Nowak, both mission specialists.

wearing adult diapers and armed with
a BB gun, a knife, pepper spray and
a steel mallet, to confront a rival in a
possible love triangle.
The best available answer to the
core question: In the end, astronauts
are not all that special. ■
"They're susceptible to the kinds
of foibles that you and I are, jealously
and stress and family problems and
maybe drinking too much," said Dr.
Nick Kanas, a Department of Veterans Affairs psychiatrist who studies
astronauts.
Said Doug Peterson, a spokesman at the Johnson Space Center in
Houston:
"There is really no way to tell at
this point whether this is somehow
linked to her job as an astronaut or
the mission itself, the training. Those
things are all quite demanding and
certainly very stressful."
Nowak was charged Tuesday
with attempted first-degree murder,
attempted kidnapping, battery and
other charges in an alleged plot to
kidnap and harm a woman she saw
as a challenger for the attentions of
another astronaut.
The other woman, Air Force
Capt. Colleen Shipman, 30, said she
had been stalked by someone for
two months. The prosecutor said a
murder was narrowly avoided. The
defense lawyer said Nowak simply
made a "mistake" and he would stage
a vigorous defense.

The next presidential campaign is officially in gear.
A look at some of the possible contenders:

Bg^JP j Republicans *j

McClatchy Newspapers

U.S. moving to accept more
Iraqi refugees
With as many as 3.7 million Iraqis internally displaced or seeking refuge
in neighboring countries, the United States is moving, belatedly, some say, to
provide more help.
The United States took in 202 Iraqi refugees last year, but the State Depart-

Doctors reluctant to refer
A study published by the New England Journal of Medicine shows that 29
percent of physicians surveyed had qualms referring patients for a "morally
controversial" procedure like terminal sedation, birth control for teenagers
without parental consent, or abortion after failed contraception.

?

Sen. Hillary
Rodham
Clinton, N.Y.
Has both
positives and
negatives from
her husband's
presidency

Rudy Giuliani,
former New
York City
mayor Led city
through Sept.
11 attacks •

Former
Sen.John
Edwards, N.C.
Consistent voice
for the poor;
charismatic
campaigner
in 2004

Sen.
Bill Frist, Tenn.
Controversial
Senate majority
leader

Sen. Russ
Feingold,
Wis. Early
opponent of
Iraq War;
voted against
Patriot Act

Sen.John
McCain, Ariz.
Well-known;
appeals to
Democrats and
Independents

Others

■ Gov.Tom Vilsack, Iowa
(announced candidacy)
■ Sen. Barak Obama, III.
■ Gov. Bill Richardson, N.M.
■ Gov. Phil Bredesen, Tenn.
■ Sen. Joseph Biden, Del.
■ Sen. Evan Bayh, Ind.
■ Sen. Christopher Dodd, Conn.
© 2006 MCT
Graphic: Lee Hulteng, JudyTreible
Source: Steven Thomma, McClatchy
Washington Bureau; MCT Photo Service

Others

■ Rep. Duncan Hunter, Calif,
(announced candidacy)
■ Former House Speaker
Newt Gingrich
■ Gov. Mitt Romney, Mass.
* Mayor Michael Bloomberg,
New York City
m Sen. Sam Brownback, Kan.
m Sen. Chuck Hagel, Neb.
■ Gov. Mike Huckabee, Ark.
■ Gov. George Pataki, N.Y.

Primary lineup may benefit Giuliani
McClatchy Newspapers

QUICK, WHAT'S NEW

1

Running in 2008?

*

The biggest question facing Rudy
Giulianis budding presidential bid
has always been: How does a prochoice, pro-gun control, pro-gay
rights moderate woo the social conservatives that dominate Republican
primaries?
But now some are asking another
question: Does Giuliani even need
social conservatives to win?

In a switch that could radically
redraw the electoral map, California, New Jersey, Florida and Illinois,
all big, moderate states with small
evangelical wings, are expected to
move their presidential primaries to
Feb. 5, just two weeks after the first
primary in New Hampshire.
Many believe that will favor Giuliani because all are moderate bastions
that have embraced middle-of-theroad Republicans in the past.

ment is promising to expand that number significantly and to give more aid to
help Iraqis in Jordan and Syria.

MoveOn.org falsely accuses
senator of supporting escalation
The MoveOn.org Political Action Committee is airing TV ads criticizing
several Republican senators for supporting President Bush's troop escalation in
Iraq. Among its targets is Kansas Sen. Sam Brownback. Problem: Brownback
opposes the escalation.

Pressure on astronauts is too
much, psychologists say
To be an astronaut, you have to be the best of the best.
In NASA's own words: Failure is not an option. That's why psychologists say
Lisa Marie Nowak may have taken rejection harder than most.
Some experts say that her case illustrates what could happen to anyone
driven to extremes by love and jealousy. Others say the bizarre story suggests
an underlying psychological problem that somehow went undetected by NASA
and the military.

NEWS OF THE WEIRD
From Universal Press Syndicate

Compelling Explanations
• Citing a "code of honor" acquired during 26 years in the
Air Force, retired pilot Ralph Paul, 54, decided in March that
he would not pay for the $15.99 Shrimp and Scallop Verdura at Angellino's restaurant in Palm Harbor, Fla., because
it contained only five small shrimp and five scallops. After
he complained unsuccessfully and walked out, the restaurant sent sheriff's deputies after him, and he was charged
with misdemeanor fraud. Paul insisted to a St. Petersburg
Times reporter that he couldn't look himself in the mirror if
he had paid.

Least competent people
• Inspecting the Dukovany nuclear power plant in Moravia in September, an unnamed American official with the
International Atomic Energy Agency wandered away from
the group and fell into a water tank
• In September, firefighters in Spokane, Wash., rescued
a worker whose head had become stuck in a water meter
enclosure for about four hours.

Thinning the herd
•The latest casualty of quick-draw practice: a 19-yearold man in Evans, Colo., in September, who, working out in
front of a mirror, somehow fatally shot himself in the head.
•The latest pedestrian-train collision: a 30-year-old
woman in Little Rock, Ark., in October, who was walking
along the tracks carrying a beer and listening to music with
headphones.

Amenities

• Private bath
• Extra guest bath
• Walk-in closet

• Washer/Dryer
• Free Extended Cable
• Clubhouse

• Pool
• High Speed Internet
• Game Room

Offices Hours - 9am-6pm, Monday - Friday & 12pm-5pm, Saturday
www.CopperBeechTownhomes.com

(912)681-8307 FAX: (912) 871-3721
Located behind Sonny's on the Hwy.67 By-pass
STATEMENT
OF OPERATIONS
The George-Anne Daily is the
official student newspaper of
Georgia Southern University,
owned and operated by GSU students and utilizing the facilities
provided by GSU. The newspaper
is the oldest continuously
published newspaper in Bulloch
County and Statesboro, Ga.The
newspaper is a designated public
forum for the Georgia Southern
University community.The ideas
expressed herein are those of the
editor or the individual authors
and do not necessarily represent
the views of the Student Media
Advisory Board, the administration, the faculty and staff of
Georgia Southern University, or
the University System of Georgia.
The George-Anne is published
four times weekly (MondayTuesday-Wednesday-Thursday)
during most of the academic year
and six times during summers.
Any questions regarding content
should be directed to the editor
at by phone at 912/681 -5246 or
fax at 912/486-7113.
Readers may access the newspaper and its archives staff by visiting our web site at http://www.
gadaily.com.
SUPPORT
The G-A is funded primarily

through revenue from

EMAIL DIRECTORY '

advertisements placed in the
paper and receives additional
support, in part, from the Student
Activities Budget Committee.

Executive Editor
gaeditor@georgiasouthem.edu

STUDENTS BEWARE
The G-A screens all advertisements prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept
ads for legitimate products and
services only. Students are urged
to exercise caution when replying
to ads — particularly those which
require a credit card number,
other personal information, or
money in advance of the delivery
of a product or service. Students
are also urged to report to the
newspaper any suspicious offers
which they might see in an ad.
Remember, if an offer seems too
good to be true, it probably is.
FREEBIE INFO
ALL FREE student and faculty ads
to be run in the G-A must have
a NAME, P.O. BOX and PHONE
NUMBER. Ads will be rejected if
they do not have this information. NO EXCEPTIONS.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES
Room 2023, F. I. Williams Center.
• The George-Anne, P.O. Box 8001,
Georgia Southern University,
Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/6815246 (News) or 912/681-5418
(Advertising) or 912/486-7113
(Fax); 912/681-0069 (adviser).

• 24-hour Fitness Center
• Optional Furniture
Package

Managing Editor
gamed@georgiasouthern.edu
News Editor
ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu
Advertising
ads@georgiasouthern.edu or adsW
georgiasouthern.edu

ADVERTISING
The George-Anne reserves the
right to refuse any advertisement.
DISPLAYADDEflDLINE:Jhe deadline for reserving space and submitting advertising copy is Noon,
one week prior to the intended
publication date.
FOR MORE INFO, rate cards,
sample publications, contact:
Lindsey Anthony, Marketing Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418, ads@
georgiasouthern.edu oradsW
georgiasouthern.edu; or Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator,
(912) 681 -0069, bneville@georgiasouthern.edu
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS:
The newspaper makes every
reasonable effort to present correct and complete information
in advertisements. However, the
advertiser is responsible for proofing the ad upon publication and
should notify the newspaper immediately in the event of an error.
The newspaper is not responsible

for any errors in advertisements
and its liability for adjustments
is limited to the amount of space
the error occupied in the ad. Further, the newspaper is not responsible for any damages caused
due to an ad's omission from a
particular edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule the
ad in the next regular edition at
the regular advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified
ads from students, faculty and
staff must be non-commercial in
nature and submitted in writing,
with the name of the sender,
local address, and phone number.
No free ads taken via telephone
- at this price we don't take
dictation. One free ad per person .
per week. Commercial classified
are available only from our online
site at wvvw.gsuods.com. The price
of commercial ads is $7 for 200
characters for line ads. Ads must
be paid for using a major credit
card. For classified display ads,
contact gadass@georgiasouthern.
edu .
CIRCULATION INFORMATION:
Mail subscriptions are not
available at this time. However,
readers may visit our web site for
free access to current and past
issues. Visit www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu. It is the goal of the
newspaper to have its edition
placed on-line within 24 hours of

publication. Breaking news will
be placed on-line as warranted.
The G-A is distributed free of
charge on the Georgia Southern
University campus through
delivery sites located in campus
buildings, at off-campus sites,
and in residence halls.
NOTICE
Readers may pick up one free
copy, and a second for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites. Additional copies are
50 cents each and are available
at the Williams Center. However,
unauthorized removal of additional copies from a distribution site
constitutes theft under Georgia
law, a misdemeanor offense punishable by a fine and/or jail time.
Editors will seek to have any person(s) who removes more than
the authorized number of copies
from distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
NOTE
We gratefully acknowledge the
theft of one of our slogans "Liked by Many, Cussed by Some,
Read by them All"- from Robert
Williams of the BlackshearTimes.
Call Bob and he can tell you who
he stole it from originally. Credit
for the other - "Covering Campus
like A Swarm of Gnats - goes to
G-A alum Mike Mills.
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Announcements
100-199

Crossword

ACROSS
1, Dressed (in)
5 Psychoanalyst
Wilhelm
10 Go angling
14 Navajo neighbor
15 Major aluminum
producer
16 Fascinated by
17 Austrian range
18 Bread need
19 Lay waste to
20 Pants fold
22 Single-minded
24 On the waves
26 Broadcast
27 NASA partner
28 1975 Carol
Kane movie
33 Finished
34 Definite article
35 Bathroom fixture
39 EDS founder
41 Chow down
43 Barrel part
44 Takes place
subsequently
46 Made a lap
48 Terrible czar?
49 New York
borough
52 Org. of Els
55 Sharing
pronoun
56 Become dull
57 Pampas place
61 Egypt's capital
64 Take in text
65 Turn inside out
67 Rip
68 "Smoke Gets in
Your Eyes"
composer
69 MacDonald's
refrain
70 Skater Heiden
71
May Wong
72 Pop
73 Actress Ward
1
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4
5
6
7
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10
11
12
13
21
23
25
28
29
30
31
32
36
37
38
40

DOWN
Fellow
Droop lazily
Sop dispensers?
Calamitous
Brit, flyboys
Glamour rival
PC image
Mercury model

42
45
47
50

Beecher
Stowe
Needle trees
Occupied
Porkers' pads
Japanese car
maker
Golfer's gadget
Nabisco cookies
Knack
Bright prospect
as we speak
That lady
Make fun of
Excites
superficially
Pendant on a
necklace
Bayh or Hunter
Watch over
Range of the
Rockies
Light brown
Browned in
butter
Insider's advice
Inessential
matters

36
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59
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New Voices.
New Services,
New Attitude.
www.gadaily.com
There is No Option!

"Discover Your Potential" Phi
Sigma Pi National Honor Fraternity is a coed organization
recruiting student leaders who
have a genuine interest tojoin!!
Must Have a 3.0 GPA and 12
semester hours Info Sessions
will be held: 2/5 @7pm (Union
Rm. 2052) 2/6 @8pm (Union
Rm.<2042) Contact Chabre
Woods (Recruitment Advisor) at chabre04@yahoo.com
Reach Georgia Southern students with a publication they
really read... Over 100,000
copies of the G-A Daily circulate each month. For more
info: ads@georgiasouthern.
edu
Join Public Relations Student Society of America
(PRSSA)IThe first meeting
will be Monday, January 29th
at 7pm in the Communication
Arts building, room 1006. All
majors welcome! For more
information contact us on
facebook: GSU PRSSA

Buy or Sell

200-299

58 "So Big" author
Ferber
59 Requirement
60 Hot and dry
62 Banister
63 Killer whale
66 Gift from Santa

51 US defense
group
52 Arctic coat
53 Putting .
surface
54 Storch role on
"F Troop"

Mad World Trivia
©2006 PuzzleJunclion.com

1. Spencer Tracy

11. Ethel Merman

2. Mickey Rooney

12. Peter Sellers

3. Carol Burnett
4. Don Knotts

14. Dorothy Provine

5. Terry-Thomas

15. Lucille Ball

17. AndyDevine

8. Jimmy Durante

18. Jack Benny

9. Bob Hope

19. Roger Moore

10. Jerry Lewis

20. LeoGorcey

Don't throw away that junk...
turn your trash into cash.
Trying selling it online and
in print with a G-A Daily action classified ad. It's free for
students. Visit www.gadaily.
com to find out more!
Bedroom Furniture for sale!
All white from Ikea. Great
shape. Less than 2 yrs old.
Willing to compromise on
price. Includes: corner desk,
armoire, and 3 drawer dresser.
Available in May! Call Katy if
interested @ 770-317-4093

.. .and create, place, proof and pay for your ad online. Just $7 for
200 characters. In partnership with Universal Advertising.
Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial): visit us
online at...

www.gadaily.com/class_ad_sub.php
You mustincludeyournarnes,addressandphonenumber
for fteebies. No phone calls please, at this price we don't take
dictation.
be: Age 21 or older. Screened
with an interview and background check. Availaible for
an orientation session prior to
camp and for the entire camp
week (Saturday, May 26 to
Friday, June 1, 2007). Organized by Chiidrens Healthcare
of Atlanta, Camp Braveheart is
at Camp Twin Lakes in Rutledge, Ga. Please visit www.
'choa.org/campbraveheart or
contact campbraveheart@
choa.org for more information^
Volunteer at Camp Wannaklot, July 21-27, 2007 and help
kids with bleeding disorders
have fun at camp. Must be 18
or older. Contact Kim at 770518-8272, kawilson@hog.org,
or visit www.hog.org

350 Jobs/Full Time
Need extra money? Tell us
what hours you can work,
we'll see if we have a schedule
to fit it. $7-$9/hr, no Qualifications e. o. e. call 912-739-3181
ask for Nestor.
CONSTRUCTION TESTING
TECHNICIANS Construction
or engineering background
helpful with a vehicle to haul
equipment preferred. We train
you to inspect and test soil,
concrete, steel, masonry, etc.
Fax resumes to ECS Southeast
912-966-9931 orfax resume to
912-966-9931.
BARTENDING! Up to S250
a Day. No Experience Necessary. Training Available.
Age 18+ OK 1-800-965-6520
XT 296

360 Jobs/Part Time
LIFEGUARDS: Hiring ft/pt
lifeguards/pool managers.
Cobb,. Dekalb, Kennesaw,
Woodstock. LGT and CPR
classes available. Contact: Allison 770-485-3672, allison@
nautixpools.com, or online
at WWW. NAUTIXPOOLS.
COM

390 Wanted Jobs
Webdesigner/webmaster! Do
you have a web presence?
Get an awesome, inexpensive web presence without
the need to spend countless
hours creating it. I am an information technology student
currently attending georgia
southern university and have
experience in webdesign, including being the webmaster
of 919thebuzz.Com! Interested? Call andrew at 404-2012551 or by email at ahodges8@georgiasouthern.Edu

Housing & Real
Estate

400-499

410 Apartments
If you need an apartment, or
if someone you know needs
one, OR if someone you know
knows someone that needs
one then let me know ASAP!
I am going to Spain next semester and need someone to
sublease. $250 a month rent,
big room, own bathroom. Will

100
110
120
130
140
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200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290

Buy or Sell
Autos for Sale
Auto Parts for Sale
Bicycles for Sale
Books for Sale
Computers & Software
Miscellanneous for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Trade & Barter
Wanted

480 Sub Leases
490 Vacation Rentals
500 Personals
500 Personals
600
610
620
630
640
650

400
410
420
430
440
450
460

Housings Real Estate
Apartments
Lofts & Rooms
Mobile Homes
Real Esate for Sale
Roommates Wanted
Storages Moving
Services
470 Student Housing

IT. STORE

www.gsustore.com

700 Travel
710 Spring BreakTravel
800 Transportation/Rides
800 Transportation/Rides .
900 Miscellaneous
910. Pets S Pet Supplies

Find a New Friend

Sandy'

Covering the Web Like a Swarm of Electrons.,.
New Services. New Attitude

Sudoku
Very Hard
Sandy

is

very

sweet

Shepherd,American Bulldog Mix.

6

She is docile girl who loves people
and other dogs. What a cutie! This
girl is about 3 years old.
Humane Society of Statesboro&
Bulloch Co. Animal Rescue Division
Statesboro, GA • 912-681-9393
bullodianimalrescue@yahoo.com
www.petfinder.com

To play: Complete the grid so that every
row, column and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing
or math involved, just use logic to solve.

9

4
8
3 4 7

have a female roomie. Call
for more info. 478.390.7365

430 Mobile Homes
14x76, 3 BR/2BA mobile
home for sale in nice park
near GSU. Included: couches,
washer & dryer, entertainment
system. $12,500. Call 912844-0188.

440 Real Estate for
Sale
Brand New Single Family
Home for Rent. 3bd/2bt/2gar.
Home is located in a very nice
subdivision. Rent starting as
low as $700.00 a month. Section 8 or Grapha assistance
accepted. Please contact The
Invest Trust Company. (321)
506-4693 or (321) 724-9331

450 Roommates

1
7
8

4 7
9
5

I need someone to take over my lease. I live in
a 4 bed/2 bath apartment in Player's Club. The
rent is $320 a month, includes all utilities. Three
wonderful roommates (one is leaving in May
and another may possible leave too). Very close
to campus. Please contact Kia at 912-429-2389.
I bedroom for sublease in St. Charles Place
#10 from now until August 31, 2007. Rent is
$350 and water is included. Contact Randall
at 912-682-9603
Apartment lease for Campus Courtyard need
someone to take over. Lease is from now until
July. Rent is all inclusive. Large upstairs room
with walk-in closet and bathroom. One respect-,
ful male roommate to share downstairs living
room and kitchen with. First month's rent is
free. Rent is around $475/mo. Call Michael at
912 492 1745.

BRAND NEW 4bed/4bath in
Camelot subdivision! Ready
for move in immediately! Call
for more information Karen
7708467544.

Sublease available for summer '07. May thru
July. 4 Br 3 Ba townhouse located in Hawthrone
II off of Fair Rd. Rent only $262.50! plus utilities. Pool access. Contact Katy @ 770-317-4093

3 bedroom, 2 bth, nice house
for rent August, near campus
on Wendwood Court. $875 per
month plus deposit. Call 706543-5497 for details.

2 bedroom 2.5 bathroom townhouse for sublease
May 15th. $400 a month per bedroom, Power,
water, internet and cable included. Interested?
Call Danielle 404-434-2734

480 Sub Leases

3

1 bedroom to sub-lease in Eagle's Landing Apts.

a

■c

o
c

7

a
CO

O-

SUBLET NOW: Cambridge 1 BR/bath in apt.
for girl. $499 INCLUDES: furniture, utilities,
washer/dryer, Ethernet, HBO, fitness ctr., tanning, rec. room, pool. DISCOUNT AVAIL. Call
764-3418 or 541-2246.

Travel
700-799
710 Spring BreakTravel
Spring Break Bahamas 5 Days/4 Nights from
$199 per person Includes Cruise Transport &
Resort in The Bahamas - Other Packages also
Available Book Early for FREE VIP Party
Package! Toil-Free 1-888-85-BEACH (1-888852-3224) www.GoBahama.com

Miscellaneous

900-999

910 Pets & Pet Supplies
Female Black Lab Mix, lyr., spayed, vaccinated, house & crate trained, very sweet!! Two
calico cats, lyr and 8 mos., spayed, vaccinated,
microchip, very affectionate!! Call Kathryn
912-682-0846
Interested in the Ferret Ad but no number to
contact??? Please call Jennifer at 596-3482!
Male yorkie looking for pure yorkie female to
mate. Male yorkie is pure breed, lyr 6mo, 61bs.
Please call 912-856-1888 if interested.

374!^and 6 Bedroom
Houses for Lease Available August 10th. At GSU
Entrance. 24 Hour Repairs
764-6076 or 682-7468.

Pampered Chef Kitchen Tools,
Kitchen Shows, Bridal Showers Registry, free, half-price
and discounts. Call 681-7453
after 5:30 p.m.

Employment &
300-399
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340 Internships/
Volunteer
Male Volunteers = Camp
Counselors = Everyday Heroes Camp Braveheart, an
overnight weeklong camp for
children and teenagers with
heart defects, needs male
volunteers. Volunteers must

"He's got the merit badges and now he's
got Billy. Will nothing stop the maniacally
insatiable Eagle Scout?"

"Quit bustin' my chops, Leonard! You can '
lift a hundred times your own weight, but you
can't pick up a cue?"
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First floor, right at the front of the comeplex.
Rent 320 all inclusive. Close to campus. Sublease is for summer 2007. Male or female. Call
Chareice at 404-917-3929

K

DORIC

8 .

5

9

One bedroom to Sublease in Eagle's landing apt.
Apt 4 at the front of the complex. Rent is 320 All
Inclusive and the sublease is for summer 2007.
Call Gordon at 404-403-9249

Room in 3bd/3br apartment in
Garden District for sublease.
$380/mo. Females only please.
Two fabulous roomates! One
month rent free! Please call
Renea at 678-357-7694

4 Bedroom 3 Bathroom house
for rent, walking distance
from campus! Near Burger
King, off Gentilly. Leasing
for Aug. 07. Great house,
long private driveway surrounded by woods, huge yard
w/ firepit. Washer/Dryer incld.
340 mo. + utilities Call Zac
(770)855-2514

4
2

SUBLEASE- 2 bedroom/1 bath apt. on university place, rent 500/month but are willing to
pay 100 each month, southern cove apts. VERY
NICE.contact ross or lindsey @ 912-531-2098

Female needed to sublease in The Woodlands
Apartments. 2bd/2ba. $460/month, all utilities
included. Room is available now. Call 912856-1888.

470 Student
Housing

1
8

Need someone to move into my apartment
asap!! willing to pay leasing fees and offering
MONEY INCENTIVE! campus club three
bedroom, fully furnished, all inclusive, walk in
closet.private bathroom, walk to bustop! rent
$445 call nikki asap 404-643-5286

Looking fora roommate'Trying to sublease your place?
Put the G-A Daily to work
for you. Free classified for
students in print and online.
Visit www.gadaily.com for
information

56

Job Services

In Style

DESIGN

Services
Education STutoring
Financial Aid/Loans
Legal Services
Resumes/Typing/DTP
Services/Miscellaneous

270 Motorcycles for
Sale

One Stop Shopping For All Your Supplies!
1-800-861-7059

Sportscraft Foosball Table for
sale! Glow-in-the-Dark table!
Only missing 1 guy. Still in
good condition. Email to come
check it out!

Bedroom and other furniture
for sale. Everything in great
shape. Everything needs to
go. Prices low and negotiable
call Chareice at 404-917-3929

16. Phil Silvers

7. Edie Adams

3-CD changer stereo with two
speakers. Asking $25, call
Kathryn at 912-682-0846 .

TI-83 Plus Calculator with
manual $50, BAII Plus with
manual $30, Call Kathryn
912-682-0846 .

13. Milton Berle

6. Art Carney

210 Autos for Sale
1998 BLACK ISUZU RODEO, V6, AUTOMATIC,
PWR WIN & LOCKS,
TINTED WIN, CD CHANGER, AM/FM, A/C, 135,000
MILES, GREAT CONDITION, $3,500 CALL STEVE
©770-315-6044

260 Miscellaneous
for Sale

The 1963 classic comedy, It's a Mad Mad Mad Mad World, starred dozens
of famous actors and actresses, some in lincredited roles. We've supplied
the names of 20 thespians below. Simply answer Yes or No if you think
they DID or DID NOT appear in the movie. Good luck!

THE

130 Lost & Found
FOUND: one key on keyring
in Hendricks Hall parking lot.
CallJanette at 681-5076

.

a

?4

12

"
"

23

22

2\

20

9

11

9

http://www.gsuads.com

300 Employment & Job
Services
310 Career& Job Services
320 Child Care Needed
330 Child Care Provider
340 Internships/Volunteer
350 Jobs/Full Time
360 Jobs/Part Time
370 Opportunities/Business
380 University Work
390 Wanted Jobs

Lisolver.ee
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Now you can place your classified ads online... For Commercial
Ads, Visit...
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Students put on 10 minute plays

Turn his
cheeks pink
Love is in the air, stores are
decorated in pinks and reds. Boyfriends everywhere
are pounding their
heads against walls
trying to remember
their girlfriends'
jjyyr
favorite flowers.
There's no other
Ashley Ferguson time like Valentine's
Staff writer
Day and couples
should make the most of it.
We have all heard that "everyday
should be Valentine's Day," but I don't
need flowers, candy and humongous
plush teddy bears all the time.
However, this is a special document for the ladies only. Now that
Personally Yours Lingerie has closed,
I'm sure you are all wondering where
to find the sexiest outfits to put a smile
on your man's face.
First things first, the pricey and
fabulous Victoria's Secret. There is
a store in Savannah, so if you find
yourself in a rush feel free to take a
field trip with some friends and raid
the Oglethorpe Mall. Ifyou need some
ideas before you make it down to the
S AV, visit the Victoria's Secret Website
at www.victoriassecret.com to check
out what they have to offer.
They have tons ofbabydoll sets and
a few other products, like massage oils
and edible body paints. You may not
find the massage oils and other products at the store, but it is a start.
If you don't want to spend a lot of
money on lingerie, you can find some
cute, lacy matching bras and panty
sets at department stores and other
stores like Rue 21 and Maurice's at the
StatesboroMall. Sometimes simple is
best. Completely see through lingerie
numbers aren't always necessary.
Those are usually for couples with a lot
of time and emotion invested in them.
It just makes sense relationship-wise
keep him guessing all the time.
So while he's guessing whether it is
the peach or pink roses that you love,
head out hunting for something to turn
his cheeks pink.

By Beth Stroberg
Staff writer

College students face many pressures. The news is filled with stories
about college students bowing to
IF You Go
When? Feb. 14-16
Where? Black BoxTheatre, Communication
Arts Building
Cost? $4

Special Photo
The graphics in Tekken Resurrection are quite impressive, despite being on the Sony PSP.

Tekken resurrects on the PSP
ByDrewSturdivant
Staff writer
The hardest hitting fighting
game of all time is back, and this
time it's out for the PSP. Like always
it brings the pain. It plays homage
to those who have played the game
since the beginning. The game will
make gamers happy with this new
and improved addition to Tekken
5. Namco has really shined with
this latest edition to the Tekken
franchise.
Hands down, the graphics
for this game are excellent. Even
though it's on the PSP, the details
can easily be made out on the
small screen.
The system displays the fine
details and glorious landscapes
as you duke it out. The graphics
are so good, that they may even
dwarf those of the PS2, which re-

ally shows the PSP's power.
Dark Resurrection handles
quite well. Namco also fixes many
bugs that were found in Tekken
5. The exaggerated hit-boxes and
broken combos, have been fixed.
Old school fans of Tekken 5,
and even of the older games hold
on. This new game is better than
ever, and loads more fun. •
In addition to fixed bugs, Dark
Resurrection brings gamers back
into the action.
With the addition of two new
playable characters, Lili and Dragunov, variety is redaily aviable. In
addition to these new characters
Namco has brought back fan favorites such as Eddie GOrdo.
With the addition of new characters, fixed bugs and awesome
graphics Dark Resurrection is
impressive. Is it the best Tekken to
date? Oh yea, there's no doubt.

Peer Pres"
sure, drinking too much
and fraternity
hazing gone
wrong.

Michael
Tarver, a Georgia Southern Public
Relations major, has written a play
addressing these very issues.
His play, "Drowning in Hell," is
based on the true story of a fraternity
in upstate New York where hazing led
to the death of a fraternity pledge.
"Drowning in Hell" will be featured
as part ofthe second annual Ten Minute
Play Festival on Wednesday, February
14 through Friday, February 16 in the
Black Box Theatre.
Unlike most plays performed at
GSU, the seven plays being presented
are written, directed and acted by GSU
students.
The plays are designed to showcase
the writing talents of students but also
present an opportunity for the audience

to get involved by giving feedback to
the authors.
After each of the seven plays are
performed, the audience will be given
the opportunity to tell the authors what
they liked or disliked about each play.
Then, when the play is performed
for the second time on a different
night, the audience may well see their
suggested changes incorporated,in
the play.
"Last year people who came really
enjoyed seeing the play change from
night to night and enjoyed being able to
voice their opinions," said Tarver.
The other playwrights whose works
will be presented include: "Scrambled
Eggs" by Rachael Rabinovitz, "Edible
Help" by Shark Beaver, "Vision So
Blurry" by Erica N. Johnson, "After
It's Over" by Aaron Darrisaw and "The
Seance" by Brittany Collins.
Tickets are $4 for GSU Students
with ID, $8,for GSU faculty, staff, and
seniors, and $12 for general admission.
For more information about group
rates, tickets, or general information,
call the Theatre & Performance information line at 681-5379 or James
Harbour, Director of Theatre at 6810532.

Tekken - Dark Resurrection

The Hiatus needs writers

System: Sony PSP
Released: Jul. 25,2006
Rating: Teen
Publisher: Namco
Prices:
amazoncom - $39.99
bestbuy.com - $39.99
wal-mart.com - $39.82
Grade-4 of 5

Contact us at hiatus@georgiasouthern.
edu, call us at 681-5246, or stop by
the newsroom in the Williams Center
room 2023.

*•*• m

4^m Singing Valentines m?
Feb 12-14

Serenading students will deliver a gift basket filled with Valentine goodies,
a stuffed animal and a balloon

681-2241

Student Missions Fundraiser

Contract Issues?
Lease Questions?
The George-Anne Daily
is now accepting resumes
for sales representatives
in the advertising department.
We are looking for outgoing,
highly motivated people.
No experience is required.

Sim*?- %M# JL JL

NMM» MM M Smf lur %# \u# VpflL •

Call today for FREE
egal services!
LI

F\

*

1

Job Requirements include:
(but are not limited to)

• Daily office hours
• Monthly meeting attendance
• Email and phone corspondence
Knowledge of local area businesses
• Means of transportation

to schedule an appointment with

Questions? Call 912-681-5418.

Attorney
Troy
Marsh!
or make an appointment in the Dean of students

Please email resume with references
to Ads Manager
at adsi@georgiasouthern.edu

Call 486-7731
office in the Russell Union room 201?
Brought to you by

S

(20VEP^MlKfT ASSOCIATION
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In NCAA Football: Joe McKnight. After being heavily
recruited by Ole Miss, LSU and USC, the number one
recruit in the country, announced his decision to play
with the Trojans during a press conference Wednesday afternoon. During his senior season McKnight
accounted for 45 carries for 709 yards and 14 touchdowns, an average of 15.7 yards per carry; 24 passes
caught for 735 yards and 13 scores and an average of
30.6 yards per reception.

In NFL: Chicago Bears fans.
After making a formal bet,
Bears fanatic and Georgia native, Scott Weise, is
legally changing his name
to Peyton Manning due to
Chicago's loss to the Colts in
the Super Bowl.

Who's

2007 GSU Baseball Schedule

EAGLES VS. YELLOW JACKETS

Buzz Kill
SATURDAY 1:30 P.M. J.I. CLEMENTS STADIUM

DATE

Eagles host Georgia Tech in home opener
Photo Illustration by Jamie Tuten
Photos courtesy ofGSU News Service

By Will Adams
Managing editor

After enjoying a nice, long, relaxing
week in Honolulu, Hawaii, the Georgia
Southern baseball team is back in
Statesboro preparing to host the No.
11 perennial powerhouse
Georgia Tech Yellow
Jackets. Talk about a
buzz kill.
Despite two tough
losses to the Rainbow
Wairiors last week,
Rodney Hennon's
squad looks to take
full advantage of
the home series
against Danny
Hall's club.
Last year a youthful
Eagle squad finished 16-11 in
the Southern Conference, tied for
third in the league, part of the 31 wins.
Hennon believes a year of experience
should pay dividends.
"The quality of the schedule we
play day in and day out, our players will
understand that every day they come
to the park, they have to be prepared
to play at the highest level. Having
to do that on consistent basis makes'
you better, and will prepare you for
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108-92 373 73
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H
114
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19

4

11

79

31
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8-20 .306

proved as
a whole. We need to define
the staffs roles and put guys
in the right roles where they can
be the most successful and benefit
the team," said Hennon. "We need to
establish who our weekend starters are
and the bullpen. I think the talent is
there, we just need to put everyone in
the right place." The Eagles hold an all
time record of 72-23 against Georgia
Tech. GSU News Service contributed
to this article.

each
conference weekend," said
Hennon. GSU baseball was picked to
finish fourth, according to the Southern Conference preseason poll.
The Eagles, coming off a 31 -27 season in which they were tied for third
in the league at 16-11, received one
first-place vote and 49 points overall.
"I think our pitching staffis much im-

Aaron
Eubanks
#44 LHP
Junior

Brain
Wilkerson
#12 RHP
Freshman

Made sixteen appearances
on the mound for the Eagles last
season.
In nine of those appearances
Eubanks did not allow a run and
in eleven of his appearances he
did not allow more than one run.
Started once last year.
Eubanks played for the Mountain Atlantic Collegiate Baseball
League for the Danville Cougars.
He recorded a no-hitter for the
Cougars.

In his first collegiate start
against Hawaii on Feb. 3, Wilkerson
pitched a no hitter through sixth
innings.
He struck out two and allowed
two runs on three hits. He threw
48 strikes in 72 pitches in the
game.
Region 1-5A "Player of the Year"
his senior year.
Struck out 113 batters that season and earned team MVP honors
three years in a row.

Josh
Lairsey
#12 LHP
Senior

Year W

G-GS

03-06

CHRIS SHEEHAN- INFIELD

Expected pitching rotation against the Yellow Jackets

Appeared in twenty-one games
total. Pitched eighty-six total innings, second on the team. Tied for
third in the Southern Conference
for the most starts.
His season high for strikeouts
was eight against North Florida
and Western Carolina. In 2005
played for the New England
Collegiate Baseball League for
the Newport Gulls and set team
records for appearances (21) and
pickoffs(12).

Year

ERA
5.02

Year W
2006

2

L
2

Year W
2006 o

ERA
9.30

L
1

MATT MILLER - OUTFIELD

OPPONENT

TIME

2/10/07

Georgia Tech

1:30 p.m.

2/11/07

Georgia Tech

1:30 p.m.

02/13/07

at Jacksonville

3:30 p.m.

02/14/07

at North Florida

12 p.m.

02/16/07

New Jersey Tech

7 p.m.

02/17/07

New Jersey Tech

1:30 p.m.

02/18/07

New Jersey Tech

1:30 p.m.

02/20/07

at Kennesaw State

02/23/07

vs Southern Miss

3 p.m.

02/24/07

vsTroy

7 p.m.

4 p.m.

02/25/07

vs Indiana

02/28/07

Jacksonville

4 p.m.

03/02/07

Brown

7 p.m.

03/03/07

Brown

1:30 p.m.

03/04/07

Kennesaw State

2:30 p.m.

03/09/07

Ball State

03/10/07

Bethune-Cookman

3:30 p.m.

03/11/07

at Coastal Carolina

2:30 p.m.

03/14/07

atCtemson

7:15 p.m.

03/16/07

Lipscomb

7 p.m.

03/17/07

Lipscomb

1:30 p.m.

03/18/07

Lipscomb

1:30 p.m.

03/23/07

Furman

7 p.m.

03/24/07

Furman

1:30 p.m.

03/25/07

Furman

1:30 p.m.

03/27/07

at Georgia Tech

TBA

03/28/07

at Georgia Tech

TBA

03/30/07

at UNC Greensboro

7 p.m.

03/31/07

at UNC Greensboro

1p.m.

04/01/07

at UNC Greensboro

1p.m.

04/06/07

Eton

7 p.m.

04/07/07

Elon

1:30 p.m.

04/08/07

Elon

1:30 p.m.

04/10/07

North Florida

6 p.m.

04/13/07

College of Charlestor

7 p.m.

04/14/07

College of Charleston 1:30 p.m.

04/15/07

College of Charlestor 1:30 p.m.

04/17/07

at Mercer

6 p.m.

04/20/07

at App State

3 p.m.

04/21/07

at App State

1p.m.

04/22/07

at App State

1 p.m.

04/24/07

Georgia State

6 p.m.

04/25/07

Georgia State

4 p.m.

04/27/07

Wofford

7 p.m.

04/28/07

Wofford

1:30 p.m.

04/29/07

Wofford

1:30 p.m.

05/04/07

Davidson

7 p.m.

05/05/07

Davidson

6 p.m.

05/06/07

Davidson

1:30 p.m.

05/11/07

at The Citadel

6 p.m.

05/12/07

at The Citadel

2 p.m.

05/13/07

at The Citadel

1p.m.

05/15/07

Mercer

6 p.m.

05/17/07

at W.Carolina

7 p.m.

05/18/07

at W.Carolina

7 p.m.

05/19/07

at W. Carolina

2 p.m.

ERA
3.00

11a.m.

12 p.m.

Hatcher recruits 16 new Eagles
ByZacCase
Sports Editor

Bryan Prusa/STAFF

Coach Chris Hatcher speaks during halftime at a Georgia Southern basketball game about his expectations for the upcoming football season.

Football Head Coach Chris
Hatcher had only two weeks to put
together an elusive recruiting class for
Georgia Southern.
After Wednesday afternoons press
conference, he believes that he's .done
quite well:
"We feel very comfortable with
the 16 commitments that we have,"
said Hatcher, "They come highly
recommended from their high school
coaches. We're excited they've chosen
to be Georgia Southern Eagles."
Hatcher took over the GSU football recruiting duties after the abrupt
departure of Brian VanGorder when
he left early in the semester for a

linebacker coaching position with the
Atlanta Falcons. Hatcher became the
head coach January 22.
Hatcher immediately began working on the recruiting path as not to
lose any commitments with the sudden coaching change.
"We've hit the ground running,"
said Hatcher, "We've had 10 full days
of recruiting and another couple
of days just to get our information
squared away." Hatcher, since the beginning of recruiting, has told all that
it was the quality of the players he
was looking for, not necessarily their
position. "Our goal was to go out and
sign the very best football players we
could find regardless of their position," said Hatcher.

This philosophy is not Hatchers
usual recruiting nature. However,
with his immediate arrival, he had
very little time to evaluate the current
football team's abilities.
"We weren't really sure what
the current team had as far as our
strengths and weaknesses. We didn't
have as much time to study like we've
would have liked to if we've gotten
here earlier," said Hatcher.
Hatcher is hoping that all the newcomers will make an immediate impact on the Eagle Football program.
"Each one of these players will
have ample opportunity to make the
starting lineup if they're capable of
doing that," he said.
Hatcher's system will allow

walk-ons to have a chance to play.
"We don't discriminate against walkons, half-scholarship or full-scholarship. The best players always play, and
that's the way I like to do it," Hatcher
said. "Hopefully these guys right here
will come in and push because the
way you get good is you have competition every day at practice."
When at Valdosta State University,
Hatcher won a Division II national
championship with eight walk-ons in
starting roles.
Hatcher said, "Whoever practices
the best is who will play Saturday and
that's what we've got to get here at
Georgia Southern to get the success
that I hope we will have over a long
period of time."

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.GADAILY.COM FORTHE FULL RECRUITING REPORT
Chase DeCarlo | TE
6-5 • 245 lbs

Zeke Rozier | RB
6-0 • 205 lbs

Adrian Mora | K
5-11 .195 lbs

Two-time all conference
football selection. Earned
all-state Honors. Set school
record for most touchdown catches by tight end.

Rushed for 2,094 yards
and 19 touchdowns his
senior year. Earned spot in
Georgia Athletic Coaches
Association All-Star Game.

Nominated for the
Wendy's high school Heisman Award. Connected
on a pair on 54-yard field
goats.

Quentin Taylor LB
6-0 * 240 lbs

Spent two years in Ole
Miss football program.
Came out of high school
as the 18th ranked linebacker in the country.

Jared Flowers | OL
6-5 • 305 lbs

Chris Teal | ATH
5-7.180 lbs

All-Region pick by GISA.
Rlayed in 2006 GISA AllStar football game. Gave
up only three sacks during
regular season.

Accounted for the thirdmost rushing yards in
Region 1-AAA. Played
quarterback, wide receiver, and punt returner.

"Sometimes your friends
can really be annoying,
like when they are on fire
and really want to give you
a hug."
"You're a ladies man. So
many cute girls post on
your page."
"I saw a dude in a bar eating a hamburger, wearing
a leather coat and drinking a glass of milk. I said
dude, the metamorphosis
is complete, you are a cow.
Do not fall asleep or I will
tip you over."
Quotes taken from Facebook

SWEET&

SOUR
Sweet: The George-Anne
Dai|y won 13 awards at the
Georgia College Press Association conference last week, with
8 first place honors including
General Excellence.
Sour: We published the
wrong date for buying tickets to see Brad Paisley and
people were pissed. Oops,
sorry guys.
Submit your Sweet&Sour to
hiatus@georgiasouthern.edu

A student relaxes at the new CRI Aquatic Center which opened Wednesday for use by students, faculty and staff.
By Cate Drury

THIS WEEK IN

Staff writer

HISTORY

File Photo
Mark Reed, GSC Eagle shown in
this 1976 file photo swimming
the butterfly toward a new record inthatevent. Reed recorded
2:04:8 setting the record in GSC's
loss to South Carolina.Tbe story
was reported in the Feb. 7,1976
edition of The George-Anne.

ROCKINTHE

The new CRI Aquatics Center at the
RAC opened Wednesday to students, faculty and staff at Georgia Southern.
According to Aquatics Director James
Browning, the Aquatics Center is much
more than a
pool. It inPOOL HOURS:
cludes not only
Monday - Thursday
anindoorcom6 a.m. -11 p.m.
Friday - 6 a.m. - 8 p.m.
petitive 25y x
Saturday - 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. 25m size pool,
Sunday 11 a.m. -11 p.m. but also a 25
person whirlpool, indoor sauna and locker rooms.
Giant windows and 18-foot-tall steel

art palm trees make the space seem open
and inviting.
"Oh yeah, the hot tub and sauna are
great for relaxing," Karen Welchel CRI
lifeguard said.
The sauna room is used for relaxing
your muscles and even removing impurities
from your skin.
CRI has worked to make the Aquatics Center available as often as possible. All aquatic activities including academic
classes, GSU swim team and aqua aerobics
will begin next week. At least two lanes will
always be available for lap swim during
RAC hours.
Student, Jake Taylor swam throughout
high school. "I think the pool is really tight
and the water feels great. I know I'll be in

here everyday now"
Keeping the Aquatics Center clean and
healthy is one ofBrowning's biggest priorities. GSU is lucky to have one of nearly 100
ultraviolet pool cleaning systems in the
country, Browning said.
This system has the water in both the
indoor pool and the whirlpool cycled
through it constantly. The water is then
scanned with ultraviolet lights that kill
bacteria. This system is beneficial because
it allows the pools to stay clean and sanitary
without using lots of chlorine.
The indoor pool is also being scanned
constantly by another system which updates the chlorine levels automatically to
ensure that the pool is always at a healthy
level.

Guys gift guide to Valentine's Day
HB

It is the season of love and with only six days until Valentine's Day it's a good idea to start planning and making
your purchases now. To help with this, we've compiled a list based on a survey asking girls at Georgia Southern
what they want for Valentine s Day.

1

Fri., Feb. 9
Bryan Clark
Retriever's
Jlueground Undergrass
French Quarter Cafe
Zac Deputy
Dos Primos

9

A candle lit picnic
on the beach is a great
way to make a girl feel
special. Maybe even a
little slow dancing in the
moonlight will let her
know you care,
A home-made treasure hunt with clues
that lead to little trinkets all over the apartment. You could even hide love coupons
so she can find them and redeem them
whenever.

Sat, Feb. 10
Jack Cadillac
Dos Primos
Listen 2 Three
Rum Runner's

Playing a gig we don't know
about? Update our calendar at
www.gadaily.com!

A night out with dinner and a movie. Make
it a chick-flick or let her
pick the restaurant and
the film.

5

Flowers are also
on the wish list of
most girls. Hand
picked or store
bought they will
make a good impression. Try exotic
or red long-steamed
roses.

Candy, chocolate and lots of it,
but if you also include a love poem
or a home-made
card, something
to show you put
some time and

M_

l%l MH

Valentine's Pets

NextWednesday isValentine's Day and for some

people, those madly in love, there is the question of

■ ^ ^™ "what do I get?"
By Casey Altman
for many the answer is found in a cute puppy

C/^alentine
Cookies

Ingredients:
1 cup butter, & 1 egg
2 1/2 cups all-purpose flour
1 1/2 cups confectioners'sugar
1/2 teaspoon almond extract (optional)
1 teaspoon baking soda, vanilla extract & cream of tartar

allrecipes.com

Bake in a preheated, 350F oven for 7-8 minutes for 1/4 inch thick cookies). Cool
completely on wire rack. Frost bottom cookie with Pink Valentine Frosting and
place an open centered cookie on top to form the sandwich. Also frost the small
1 1/2 inch hearts and serve as separate cookies.

the local humane^ociety waiting for good homes.

relationship needs.Theyarefun, playful, loving, little

The best news is that they aren't $500 each. You and

creatures that can be a lot of responsibility.

your partner can pick out the perfect pet at a great

have the time to take care of him. There are many at

¥

Directions:
Cream in large bowl butter and confectioners'sugar. Beat in egg, vanilla and
almond extract. Mix well.
Stirflour in medium bowl, baking soda and cream oftartar; blend into the butter
mixture. Divide dough into thirds and shape into balls.

or fuzzy kitten. Pets can be just the thing your

Before getting a pet you should be sure that you

■ ^H mWr

Working with 1/3 of dough at a time, roll out dough into desired thickness on a
lightly floured surface. For each heart sandwich cookie, cut out 2 3-inch hearts.
Cut out the center of ONE of the 3-inch hearts with the 1 1/2-inch cutter.
Place each piece separately on an ungreased cookie sheet, 1-2 inches apart.

All photos are special photos

|

All photos by Daniel Flanders/Staff

Hiatus editor

Thurs.,Feb.8
Velcro Pygmies
Retriever's

THE BOTTOM

Ben Flood enjoys a quick swim at the RAC.

By Casey Altman

BORO

UK

Ben Flood, a lifeguard at the Rac walks by the pool.

price, and you will be giving a good animal a safe
home.

!=
S
2
5

Puppies and kittens
can be found at the .
Statesboro Humane
Society 681-9393.

mm
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Shins kick off new album
By Edgar Fernandez
Staff writer

After an arduous wait The Shins
havefinallyreleased their third album
"Wincing the Night Away."
Unlike most of their contemporaries The Shins' sound is a unique
blend of new wave, pop and folk.
While The Shins' previous album
leaned towards a powerpop attribute, "Wincing the Night Away"
is reminiscent to their first album,
with its experimental qualities, and
softer melodies, although not as
acoustically driven.
All the eleven songs in the album
have a great harmony, and are as
complementing to each other as it
is contrasting.
Amongthe top songs were "Sleeping Lessons," which starts softly but
slowly starts building its sound and
energy, until exploding into orchestral proportions and then suddenly
fades away.
"Phantom Limb" was a favorite
of mine. It has incredible sound and
vocals, which makes it a catchy song.
Although, the album did not get any
better than "Australia," which is actually kind of a shame since it was only
the second song.
I love how the song goes through
so many emotions into so little time,
it is humorous and at the same time
sad.
Other winners included "Split
Needles," and "Red Rabbits," which
draw heavily from "Sleeping" and
"Phantom," but do not register as

Photo Illustration/Jeff Martin

GSU goes crazy for movies
By Stacy Calhoun & Ashley London
Staff writers

Eagle Entertainment presents
"Movie Mania," a rapid-fire series of
movies playing at Georgia Southern
from the dates of Jan. 17 to Mar. 1,
whi ;h includes new films such as "Borat," and "Saw III" and some modern
day classics like "Boomerang" and
"Love Jones."
"Movie Mania was inspired when
we noticed that two co-sponsorship

viewing and licenses which can cost
anywhere from$600to$800per movie,
while most students think we just go to
Blockbuster," said Martinez.
Newer Releases, such as "X-Men
III" and "Pulse," which were shown
Fall of 2006 are sold at an admissions
fee of two dollars.
Surveys are given out to students
to decide on future movies and
ideas. March and April movies will
be selected pending the results of the
recent survey.

movies were being shown within a
regular showing week. Now hopefully
the three movies shown will catch different people all throughout the week,"
said Jonathan Martinez, Team Leader
of Eagle Cinema, a subcommittee in
Eagle Entertainment.
Some movies have an admission
fee, but it is neither cheap nor easy to
show movies to the public. Movies
that have fees are picked from a movie
committee. "We contact an outside
company and pay fees for public

Martin & Burris

A
Jeff Martin
Features Editor

ACTING

successfully. There was no individual
song that was too out of the norm.
However, I did notice that by the
second half of the album, the songs
had lost some of the momentum
that had been pushed through the
first half.
Songs like "Black Wave" or
"Turn on Me" could have used some
alterations, especially by the end, in
which it seemed that they were not
thought through as thoroughly as
the others.
In the end, if the band's albums
keep following the pattern they
have so far, The Shins will not only
leave a mark in movies, but in history itself.
Overall, "Wincing the Night
Away" is The Shins' return to basics
while at the same time an experimental medium, not only showing what

CINEMATOGRAPHY

CINE

The camera work was extremely well done. The film
was well paced, and at two hours in length it didn't
seem to drag at all. It feels as if the entire movie had
almost been filmed in one shoot.

PLOT
The real plot to this movie is in the symbolism. You
really have to stop and think afterwards. The key
to understanding this movie hit me twelve hours
after seeing it.

Pan's Labyrinth is a very dark story of a child who is
in Spain during a civil war. It tells some what like an
extremely dark fairy tale. The writer managed to pull
off a very sad, yet happy ending. Quite well done.

Immediately after seeing this movie I hated it. I
just didn't get what they were trying to do with the
Labyrinth thing. After some deep thinking and an
"Aha!" I loved it. This movie is definitely worth the
drive to Warner Robins.

This isn't your average fairy tale. It's very dark and at
times has some pretty graphic moments. That being
said, it's quite a story. I've always felt that if you have
a film where there's characters that you love and hate
then it was well done. This is one such film.

FINAL ¥IRDICT

JUSTIN'S
FUCK

Upcoming Movies

Ivana Baquero sneaks by ahideous monster in Pan's Labyrinth.

Hannibal Rising

The Last Sin Eater

Rated: R
Release Date: Feb. 9

Rated:PG-13
Release Date: Feb. 9

Synopsis: The story of young
Hannibal Lecter is told in this post
WW2 film. His childhood begins
relatively peaceful till he meets up
with some soldiers who survived
Jtie war.

Synopsis: Young Cadi discovers a man who can remove
someone's sin after their death.
Curious, she wants to know if he
can do the same for her.

Special Photo

The Lives of Others
Rated: R
Release Date: Feb. 9

Norbit

Rated: R

Release Date: Feb. 9

Synopsis: Set 5 years before
the fall of the Berlin wall, an army
captain isaskedtospyonafamous
couple. He quickly becomes involved in a much larger plot.

Wincing the Night Away/
The Shins
Label: Sub Pop
Released: Jan. 23,2007

Prices:
samgoody.com -14.99
bestbuy.com - 9.99
walmart.com * 9.72

MCT

While it was all told in Spanish, the characters emotions really carried the entire film. Even though I was
reading subtitles, the parts were well done.

The whole gloom and doom aspect of the film really
comes through in the camera work. The contrast of
colors was really interesting.

they can do best, but also why they
are among the best. Albums like this
are released far in between, especially
one that draws so much expectationand almost as little disappointment.
In the end, if the band's albums keep
following the pattern they have so far,
The Shins will not only leave a mark
in movies, but in history itself.
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Justin Burris
Assistant
Hiatus Editor

Pans Labyrinth (R)

Ivana Baquero as Ofelia absolutely steals this movie.
Theadultcharactersare nothing short of spectacular.
I really believed they were in Franco's Spain.

Special Photo
The Shins are childishly energetic about their new album.

Synopsis: EddueNyrohy stars

in another flick, playing multiple
roles. This time he plays a nerd and
a very overbearing girl friend. He
encounters the love of his life and
wants to dump his current girl.

Lopez lands "Naked" gig
George Lopez is with the band. The
comedian is set to make a guest appearance on Nickelodeon's hit freshman
comedy "The Naked Brothers Band."
In the episode "Nat Is a Stand-Up Guy"
which premieres Feb. 10, Lopez appears
as himself to mentor the boys. When a
music video director misinterprets one
of Nat's songs, Nat is determined to
prove that he has a sense of humor. He
tries doing stand-up comedy, but when
his jokes bomb, Lopez helps him realize
that the he should look for material
closer to home.
Lifetimes forges "Blood Ties"
Lifetime is going north of the border
and outside the natural world for its
latest series.
The cable network announced this
week that it will debut "Blood Ties," a
series about a private eye drawn into
the supernatural, in March. The series,
based on "The Blood Books" novels by
Tanya Huff, will debutwith back-to-back
episodes March 11.
"Blood Ties" stars Christina Cox as copturned-private investigatorVicki Nelson,
who witnesses a murderthat she believes
to be the work of a serial killer. After the
victim's girlfriend hires her, though, she
comes to believe that the killer might
not be entirely of this world.

Southern Palace
The Best Chinese Cuisine in Statesboro

www.sQuthernpalac&CQm
Fresh, Healthy, and Tasty
Special Student Carry out Menu

I

100% Vegetable oil, No M.S.G.

(912) 489-8813

Dine-in, Carry out, Catering, Group party

(912) 764-5536

m Braanen Strai, Suit* % Stttettare, €A 304SS. (Next to Dollar townl. behind Jiffy Lube)

DAILY

Take a BITE
sotrtiofcthe'

UnnD a QnfeB

r — — —"JJ^^" — — — — — — — — ,
Tire, Alignment
& Exhaust Center
612 S. Zetterower Avenue

489-4444

www.expresstuneandlube.com
Monday - Friday 7:30am - 6:30pm

ADS@GEORGIASOUTHERN.EDU • WWW.GADAILY.COM

Located a half block north of Wendy's.

U0il0Change Special !

^

Includes up to
5 qts. of Castrol
5W20,5W30,
10W30,or20W50

$1095;

Price applies to most vehicles. Expires 2/28/07

